*Developmental Biology* is, from the start, a text geared toward students. Instead of filling a book with dense text that leaves the reader with a headache, Gilbert has adopted a writing style that is easy to follow and does not require a wealth of knowledge to understand. That is, this is a text geared toward undergraduates who have received training in general biology. Graduate and medical students may find some of the topics to be slightly basic, but Gilbert does include discussions of many of the recent developments in the field as well as the methods employed in reaching those new findings. Thus, much of the text would be a worthwhile read even for higher level students looking for a solid introduction to the field of developmental biology that they may have missed as undergraduates.

Everyone should enjoy the vast array of figures presented throughout the text that complement the passages and further create a fantastic integration of the classic topics of developmental biology with some of the more recent studies that corroborate or call for modifications of previous theories. Gilbert takes the time to introduce the reader to some of history\'s pioneering biologists, which helps provide a unique perspective with which to understand their scientific contributions. After spending close to a quarter of the text explaining the basics of the field (great for undergraduates), Gilbert gives an in-depth description of all of the phases of embryonic development, including descriptions of how cells differentiate and miraculously form organs at the right location --- along with descriptions and images of what happens when they don\'t find the right location. Also included are modern hot topics like stem cells (and their all-important niches), sex determination in the brain (and how many factors beyond the X and Y chromosomes relate to it), and a short description of aging (including an discussion of an interesting medusa that is arguably immortal).

Gilbert devotes the final section of the text to explaining why developmental biology is important to scientists in other fields. Medical students will find the descriptions of Down syndrome, disease states involving pleiotropy, the effects of teratogens, the potential uses of adult stem cells, and the issue of prenatal diagnosis of genetic diseases to be particularly interesting. Ecologists also will find information geared toward them with descriptions of phenotypic plasticity, including changes in sex due to the environment and even modifications that occur in response to potential predation. Gilbert closes the text by discussing how developmental variation can lead to evolutionary change, addressing the questions of why insects only have six legs (while spiders, shrimp, and most other arthropods have many more) and why chordates have heads.

In all, this text serves as a great introduction to the classical field of developmental biology while introducing the reader to many of the questions that current developmental biologists study. With its conversational writing style and heavy use of images to help explain topics, undergraduates, graduate students, and medical students alike will find *Developmental Biology* to be a quick read by textbook standards. The book\'s organization --- whereby development is explained chronologically --- takes the reader on an exciting journal through the stages of life from sperm and egg to, well, immortal medusa.
